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Frommer's San Diego 2011 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2010

	Completely updated every year, Frommer's San Diego features gorgeous color photos of the sights and experiences that await you.


	Mark Hiss has lived in San Diego for more than a quarter of a century and has checked out the city's best hotels and restaurants in person. Get advice on all the San Diego highlights, from...
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Dad's Guide to Pregnancy For Dummies (For Dummies (Health & Fitness))For Dummies, 2010

	Practical, hands-on information for fathers-to-be


	When it comes to pregnancy, dads' roles have changed so much in the past few decades that expectant fathers don't always know where to turn to for guidance and advice on this milestone event. Now they do!


	Dad's Guide to Pregnancy For Dummies is...
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30 Days to a More Powerful MemoryAMACOM, 2007
Everyone wants a better memory—and in today’s information-filled, multitasking age, having a good memory is more important than ever. Whether you need to keep track of your e-mail messages, impress the boss, give a speech, organize a busy social schedule, remember whom you met where and when, or anything else, a good memory is a...
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The New Rules of Retirement: Strategies for a Secure FutureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for THE NEW RULES OF RETIREMENT
"As a Wharton graduate, money manager, Chief Financial Officer, and Certified Financial Analyst, I didn't think I needed help in making investment choices and planning for my retirement. I was wrong. I have been a subscriber to Retirement Watch since 1997. I trust Bob Carlson completely and follow his...
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The Sisters Are Alright: Changing the Broken Narrative of Black Women in AmericaBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	What's wrong with black women? Not a damned thing!

	The Sisters Are Alright exposes anti–black-woman propaganda and shows how real black women are pushing back against distorted cartoon versions of themselves.

	

	When...
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Hip Sonography: Diagnosis and Management of Infant Hip DysplasiaSpringer, 2006


	Orthopaedic surgeons, paediatricians and radiologists

	all deal with the problem of dislocation

	and dysplasia of the infant hip. If dysplasia

	and displacement of the infant hip are described

	together under the heading “Disorders of Hip

	Maturation” then together they constitute the

	commonest disease of the...
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Introducing 3ds Max 2008Sybex, 2008
Introducing 3ds Max 2008 breaks down the complexities of 3D modeling, texturing, animating, and visual effects. You'll jump right into the 3ds Max pipeline—from preproduction through postproduction—with clear-cut explanations, tutorials, and hands-on projects to build your skills. A special color insert includes real-world...
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Portrait Photography: Art and TechniquesCrowood Press, 2013

	A guide to taking fantastic portraits, covering all the practical decisions as well as the creative aspects


	Explaining the basic rules of portraiture, this practical guide also covers the more complex ideas of image making. Set out in chronological order as a photographer would approach a shoot, it explains...
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Focus On Mod Programming in Quake III Arena (The Premier Press Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2002
You've seen the cool mods that other developers have created for games like Quake. Now you're ready to try it for yourself. All you need to dive in and start designing is a copy of Quake III, a creative idea, and this book! Master the fundamental skills you'll need as you start with the basics of mod development and Quake III weapons programming....
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ProBlogger: Secrets for Blogging Your Way to a Six-Figure IncomeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Blogging for dollars — Do you have what it takes?
    Here's the place to find out. Problogger.net is where bloggers worldwide go for advice and information on enhancing their blog's presence. Whether you're just starting out or have been blogging for years, learn from two professional bloggers how to turn your passion...
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Social Media for Trainers: Techniques for Enhancing and Extending Learning (Essential Tools Resource)Pfeiffer, 2010

	This book is intended primarily for the workplace training practitioner, working partly or entirely in the traditional four - walled classroom. It will also be of use to those working in delivering training online via web conferencing tools, such as WebEx or Elluminate, and those involved in instructional design work for both traditional and...
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Universal Principles of Design, Revised and Updated: 125 Ways to Enhance Usability, Influence Perception, Increase Appeal, Make Better Design Decisions, and Teach through DesignRockport Publishers, 2010

	
		Whether a marketing campaign or a museum exhibit, a video game or a complex control system, the design we see is the culmination of many concepts and practices brought together from a variety of disciplines. Because no one can be an expert on everything, designers have always had to scramble to find the information and know-how...
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